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Join Whiskies of the World for 7 nights in June 2019 on a European river cruise on
the AmaMagna, the newest ship in the AmaWaterways family! This fantastic cruise
features daily whisky tastings, a special nine course dinner including whisky pairings,
whisky mixology concepts, a whisky sensory perception workshop, and much more! This
exclusive whisky experience goes on sale May 1, 2018. Limited space available. Click
here for more details and contact matt@matt.travel today with your questions. We are
looking forward to having you join us next June for this amazing experience!

Highlights from Whiskies of the World San Jose & San Francisco
There was no end to what we could learn about whisky at this year's Whiskies of the World in San
Jose and San Francisco! We chose our samples from over 300 different expressions from over 80
different brands! We dressed up, ate some food, attended a masterclass and smoked some cigars!
We brought our friends, tried a highball, clinked cheers countless times, and educated our palates
over and over! Can't wait for next year!
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Early Bird Tickets for Austin, Houston, Dallas,
and Atlanta are ending July 31st!
Austin (#WOWAUS) happens Thursday, September 20, 2018 at the Vault Space.
Early Bird Tickets are available here.
Dallas (#WOWDAL) happens Friday, September 21, 2018 at Frontiers of Flight Museum at Dallas
Love Field. Early Bird Tickets are available here.
Houston (#WOWHOU) happens Saturday, September 22, 2018 at Silver Street Studio.
Early Bird Tickets are available here.
Atlanta (#WOWATL) happens Friday, November 2, 2018 at The Intercontinental Buckhead.
Early Bird tickets are available here.

Lets talk about it! Be sure to use the hashtags
when talking about the all the WOW shows on social media!

The Art of Cigars with Honor Cigars
Whiskies of the World is delighted to announce our cigar partner in Texas and Atlanta
for 2018 is Honor Cigars. Honor Cigars founder and owner Troy Lawrence is a cigar
connoisseur and entrepreneur dedicated to promoting the art, culture, and enjoyment
of fine cigars. Honor Cigars specializes in custom cigar rolling events. They offer a unique
combination of craftsmanship and art that transforms the raw tobacco product into something that
can provide sublime pleasure when blended properly and smoked in the right setting.

Here are a few highlights from #WOWSJ and #WOWSF with Honor Cigars:

Whiskies to Talk About
We have so many great whiskies for you to sample at our shows. Every newsletter we like to
highlight a few that you can taste at some of our events.

Highland Park Single Malt Scotch

The Highland Park distillery is located in the Orkney Islands, in the way far north of Scotland!
Because of their history and location, there is a great affinity for Scandinavian cultures and the
Vikings play a great role in their design and marketing! The Scotch itself is a well balanced peated
Scotch, aged wholly in sherry casks. The peat comes from Hobbister Moor, just a few miles from the
distillery, and consists of heather and the moor flora, giving this whisky a softer peat with less iodine
and phenolics than some made with Islay peat. Though located close to the Artic circle, they have a
relatively temperate climate, a perfect place to age Scotch slowly to perfection.

Bulleit Frontier Bourbon and Rye
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Bulleit Distilling Company was officially founded in 1987 by Thomas Bulleit, but he was inspired to
recreate the Bourbon his great grandfather Augustus Bulleit made back around 1850. Though
Bourbons have to be at least 51% corn, Bulleit Bourbon uses a high rye content for most of the rest
of the mashbill, leaving a little room for some malted barley, too. The popularity of this tasty high rye
bourbon led Tom to introduce Bulleit rye, made form 95% rye and 5% malted barley. The barley gives
some enzymes that make fermenting easier overall. Bulleit also offers a 10 year old Bourbon which is
Tom's special reserve whiskey. All of his whiskeys are made with Kentucky limestone water and a
special strain of yeast. These ingredients all come together with a little frontier magic to make
American whiskeys at their finest.

Egan's Irish Whiskey

Egan's Irish Whiskey is another story like Bulleit's! The Egan name in Tullamore Ireland was known
for fine ales and whiskey in the late 19th century. But the war for Irish Independence and other
concerns took over and it wasn't until 2013 that the descendants of Patrick and Henry Egan
resurrected their name and started selling some fine Irish Whiskey once again. Jonathan V. Egan, a
sixth generation Egan, has meticulously selected the Whiskeys that bear the Egan name today.
Besides a 10 year old Single Malt and a delightful Single Grain, they also have a 15 year old Single
Malt. Mad March Hare Poitin is also sold by the same people as Egan's. Poitin is basically an unaged
"whiskey", more accurrately called New Make Spirit. Officially is is described as Irish Craft Spirit by
the owners. It is something you have to try for yourself as it creates very strong opinions in most
people.

Glenglassaugh Single Malt Scotch

Glenglassaugh whisky distillery is located just outside the Speyside area in Scotland, close to the
shores of Sandend Bay. The name means "Valley of the Gray Green Place", no doubt due to the
green hills and gray waters that are around the distillery. Glenglassaugh has spent half of its life
closed, being built in 1875, closed in 1907, reopened in 1960 and closed in 1986. It was reopened in
2008 and is currently owned by the BenRiach Distilling company, which was recently acquired by
Brown-Forman. Some say that though it was meant as a whisky for blends, and indeed was a part of
The Famous Grouse and Cutty Sark at certain points in its history, it was always too unique a spirit to
really work well as a blending malt. Had the Single Malt market been active in the 60's and 70's like it
is today, it may have had a very different life. But even with a 22 year hole in its aging stocks, it
manages to put forth award winning very old whiskies and also has started to release whiskies from
its new incarnation, the aptly named "Revival" being the first one!

Ironroot Texas Whiskey
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Ironroot whiskey is made in Texas, but enjoyed far beyond the borders of Texas! Ironroot Republic
Distillers recently collaborated with Berry Bros and Rudd to distill a bourbon for them to sell in the UK
named The Texas Legation. Jonathan and Robert Likarish are the two brothers behind Iron Root
Republic. A true grain to glass distillery, they use local, non GMO grains, and mash, ferment, distill,
bottle and age it all in Dennison, Texas. They also make vodka, gin, and moonshine, and like to say
that 90% of their ingredients come from within 60 miles of the distillery. Dennison Texas was chosen
for its heritage as one of the places that could send grapes back to France after the blight that wiped
out so many vineyards in Europe. The passion these brothers have for distilling, whiskey and high
quality ingredients is matched by their pride and love of Texas!
This is just a small sample of the hundreds of whiskies from which you can choose to try at a
Whiskies of the World event. There is something for every taste, and it all comes together in one
great evening! Don your kilts, your dinner jackets and party dresses and come on out for an
unforgettable night of whisky! Tickets are now on sale for our 2018 shows in Texas and Atlanta!

Cheers, Whiskies of the World
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